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Prefatory Remarks
It is with great excitement and anticipation
that the Marsh Gallery presents this exhibition of Robert Birmelin's work, STREET
JOURNALS. We recognize his work as having a significant place in the tradition of art,
and have seen the need to introduce the man
and his art to the Richmond community. We
eagerly await the reverberations from this
event and the impact that Robert Birmelin
will make on our students and colleagues.
Like Cezanne, Picasso, and Braque, Birmelin is a master of the subtle passage. Birmelin , however, advances passage by transforming the canvas into a thin membrane
through which the viewer passes in and out of
a deep and complex internal space. If time and
space is reality, then his is the urban reality- a
constantly shifting mass of life and incident
among gargantuan structure and walled-in vistas. Birmelin's painting is a record of his experience here, and he draws on the crowds and
events of ew York 's West 14th Street for his
subject matter.
Gerard Haggerty's insightful essay, "Anatomy of Dread ," along with vivid descriptions
of the environs and characters Birmelin
depicts, offers a close analysis of pictorial
form in several of Birmelin's canvases. Haggerty's study reveals the import of Birmelin's
perceptual strategies in the historical and con-

temporary context of painting.
With the kind assistance of Robert Birmelin, we have chosen paintings, drawings,
and studies that would allow the viewer to
follow Birmelin\ painting process and to
appreciate his sensitivity to scale and materials. The catalogue interview- conducted,
transcribed, and edited by Eve Macintyre,
we '85- is especially revealing of the intent
and feelings behind the images he makes.

Acknowledge ments
We are indebted to Robert Birmelin for
giving of his time and his full cooperation. He
has assisted us with innumerable details and
made the studio visits, correspondence, and
interview delightful experiences. We extend
the gratitude of our students and visitors to
Bob for presenting the "Gallery Talk" and the
"Visual Memory Drawing Workshop ."
To Sherry French and Donna Tennant of
Sherry French Gallery in ew York, we are
grateful for their enthusiastic support, as well
as prompt and efficient processing of documents and photographs for the loans and
publications.
Of the Marsh Gallery Staff, sincere thanks
go to Steve Hadley, RC '80, for his tireless
research and the major contribution of his
time and curatorial skills in the production of
the exhibition and catalogue. Student assistants, Steve Lash, Polly Branch, Michele
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Marin, and Cooper Lilly, provided the manpower and know-how essential to the smooth
operation of this event.
We are especially pleased to include Eve
Maclntyre's WC '85 interview with Robe11
Birmelin in the catalogue. It has been our aim
to encourage student participation in all
aspects of production, and we wish to thank
Eve for a quality contribution.
A special thanks to Gerard Haggerty who
has written a fine essay, as usual; but who has
also served as mentor and inspiration over the
years.
This publication greatly benefits from the
perspective of Nev. York art critic, Lila Harnett, in her essay, '" Robert Birmelin: A Quintessential American Realist." In a time when
the Europeans once again dominate art
trends, her discussion of the spirit in American
art presents a valuable point of view, for which
we are thankful.
Dr. Sheldon Wettack and Dr. Charles Johnson have expressed special interest in this
project. We appreciate their support and
assistance.
This exhibition was made possible by the
generosity of Joel Harnett, RC '45. Joel has
done more than to bestow a gift. His commitment to American art and his special interest
in the University have inspired a sense of tradition and celebration of the visual arts at the
University of Richmond.
Melissa E. Weinman
Director
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THE ANATOMY OF DREAD
*
By Gerard Haggerty

Faces thm reflect an oncoming
danger provide a rear-view mirror
(to use Woljjs term) for a person
who is moving just ahead o./danger
and in the same direction.
- Erving Goffman*

The distinction between fear and terror is
more than a matter of degree. Terror is an
abject feeling, physically registered by freezing
or fighting or flight. Fear is subtler. As the
pulse quickens, the senses sharpen, and time
seems to slow. The world gets noticed dif/erentfr. Robert Birmelin understands this, and
knows too that fear engenders itself, especially
at night. Witness his remarkable painting,

Citl' Crowd- Arm's Reach.
The figures seem caught up in a brisk, perilous square-dance. In the foreground, her head

*

*

dissolving into the glare of a street lamp, a
woman flinches away from the outstretched
arm of a man who wears a crimson cap, and
waves a bottle of Thunderbird in the other
hand. While pedestrians turn to stare, another
muscled arm enters from the left side of the
frame. To halt trouble? To join in? And on
whose behalf?
The meaning of the accumu lated gestures is
not enti rely clear, but the piecemeal anatomy
implies more than we can see, and serves also
to draw our attention into the picture. In the
background, below an "Empire Liquor" sign ,
emerald bottles glitter in a cool pool of fluorescent light. The various arms and bodies frame
a figure who stands amidst refuse, propped
against the brightly lit window. The bloated
belly of his azure tee-shirt resembles that of a
big blue-bottle fly. Dead center, green plastic
bag in hand, he stares back at us. This face to
face encounter through a tangled corridor of
human limbs dramatically increases the sensation of movement hack and forth through
space. Moments of danger, real or imagined,

*

*

*

seem protracted and vividly detailed, like
dreams, and the quick shifts of focus register
time as well as space.
Above the scene, as if standing atop a group
conspiring in the twilit middleground , a man
like a tiny angel affixe:,, letters to a theater
marquee, and the s kyline glows dark red with
the life of the city. There is the sense here of a
world held together by an effort of intellect
and will; things threaten to turn hallucinatory
at any moment.
Birmelin discovers that myth loiters at the
far edge of sight, and thus at the same time he
find an important link between Realism and
Expressionism. His explorations, rooted in
perception , reveal the visionary and the visceral. As we see human figures changing into
chimeras, we see schools and categories blend
together too. Realist becomes Expressionist,
Futurist turns to Symbolist. This is difficult
and shifting turf, and none since Beckman
have braved it with such effect.
Birmelin 's format represents our visual
field. Here life stalks, in pa11icular the space
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and pace of modern urban life. With avengeance, this is "art of its time," in an era when the
boundary between real and surreal is blurred.
We observe this most clearly at the periphery
of sight, and most especially during moments
of duress. Birmelin shows us that the persistence of vision offers one portal to the visionary; painting provides a way to leave that door
ajar. Consider for instance City Crowd

Study-A Street Event (Act of Mercy).
The initial sensation is one of movement,
fast and forward. Against the current of the
crowd, we look into Birmelin's dizzying space,
and meet an olive-skinned face, rushing by in
a blur of gun metal blue air. Cropped at the
nose and filling a third of the canvas, she
seems close enough to touch. Our street-wise
gaze shifts to the man behind her. But for a
moment, he looks conjured out of city soot
and steam, a gentle cyclops in a golden light,
intent on being elsewhere. Next in line: a surprise, for someone in a satin baseball cap
watches us. And then, a group looking down wards. And finally, on the left, a second shock:
a woman's prone figure. Above her, a Good
Samaritan; behind , the police.
Against the rapidly changing response to
accumulating data, a general impression
emerges: something like a hydra, where many
hands and heads seem joined in a common
swaying anatomy. The effect produces affect.
At the same time, pictorially, the shared bits of

*

*

*

different bodies suture together Birmelin's
complex spatial and social fabric. "ls that his
hand or hers?" we wonder, and along with the
speculation we accept the credibility of the
artist's quick jumps in space.
In this and other large canvases, the painter's skillful manipulation of varying color
temperature and alternating focal fields
heightens the impression of pure perception.
Compare Birmelin's art to Erving Goffman's
description of the way that our sight sweeps
the street:

. . . The scanning area is not a circle
but an elongated oval, narrow to
either side ofthe individual and longest in front ofhim, constantly changing in area depending on tra.lfic densitv around him ... **
· Ma11ers that the actor has become
accustomed to will receive a flick ofa
shadow of concern, one that decays
as soon as he obtains a microsecond
of confirmation that everything is in
order; should something prove to be
"up," prior ac1ivi1y can be dropped
and full orientation mobilized, followed by coping behavior.***
Birmelin's paintings are not concocted from
photographic sources, and they undergo

*

*

*

many revisions in their genesis. His canvases
reflect the lessons of his Abstract Expressionist teachers: things can all change at any
moment. Though not thoroughly preconceived, the acrylics are based upon drawings
made from memory. Unlike the still camera,
Birmelin's images don't record the excerpted
monocular moment; rather, they chart the
flow of time. Distinctly different from the concerns of photography and photo realism, this
is how we see things. The closest technological
counterpart to Birmelin's art is not still photography, but cinematography.
These paintings record more than the process of sight and the ambiguous vagaries of
vision. We sense the perceptions of a distinct
character, whose temperament is defined in
part by place and viewpoint. Birmelin's
human drama is watched from the pit, where
the close, low eye-level encourages audience
and actors to intermingle. From this vantage
point, the artist's Everyman is exquisitely conscious of potential predator and prey. The
feeling of alert anxiety which the paintings
provoke is enhanced by the jumpy persona
whose view we necessarily share. As we try to
navigate through Birmelin's zig-zagging
space, all routes look risky.
The effort is taxing. The sidewalk is an
unlikely place for claustrophobia, but so near,
at an intimate distance suited to love or violence, the presence of so many people is
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* * *
unnerving. This close, two may be a crowd.

* * *
the frame and into our world.

*
*
*
at once unlikely and true, for reality routinely

Our hairs bristle like antennae at the proximity of others. Because the artist is a keen
observer of life, he is able to conjure up the
eerie look of The Familiar Si ranger. often seen
in the company of another known type, The
Bi's lander.
· Like the first-person voice in fiction, such
visual means prompt us to consider the intentions and the very credibility of the actor-narrator whom the artist employs as his surrogate
in the paintings. By implication, we are encouraged to reflect upon the degree to which our
own bias forms and filters all that we take for
truth. These fierce, telling images invite literary comparisons, and Birmelin's resonant,
revelatory details recall the way that James
Joyce's epiphanies served as a bridge from the
real into the symbolic.
In keeping with their ambiguous content,
the paintings' formal elements are not formulaic. Standard answers would be reassuring
and tired; Birmelin eschews conventional solutions for pictorial organization in favor of
vertiginous perspective, disjunctures in scale,
and abruptly altered fields of focus. The overall effect is one of scanning and movement on
the part of viewer and image alike. In galleries,
the interaction between the paintings and their
audience is palpable. The works invite the
observer to move to and fro, which also is to
say that the paintings project their space out of

And so, at last, the predictions of the 19 I 2
Fu1uris1 Ma11ifes10 are fulfilled: "You must
render the invi~ible which stirs and lives
beyond intervening obstacles, what we have
on the right, on the left, and behind us, and
not merely the small square of life, artificially
compressed, as it were by the wings of a stage.
.. (The Viewer)'must in the future be placed in
the center of the picture.'"
To borrow a trope Harold Rosenberg
coined on behalf of his Abstract Expressionist
heroes, Birmelin's canvases are also "arenas"
where gestures count, and demand our active
involvement. Although Birmelin's images
don't look like their Tachisle kin, the aim is
similar: one is not a safe spectator, but a wary
participant.
Notwithstanding
lessons encouraging
Undergraduates to produce good pictures,
great art is not a matter of problem solving.
(Do pedagogues really believe that Caravaggio or Rembrandt painted in order to solve
formal problems? This is a side-effect, not a
motive.) Serious art always demands the
search for self and often this entails making
unsolved problems seem entirely necessary to
the finished image. This heretical notion
explains countless "flawed" masterpieces and
the genius of many so-called primitives.
Birmelin realizes that inve111ion is the converse of convention. His arrangements seem

appears random at first glance. Birmelin
offers lessons about both sight and the interrelationship between Self and 01hers. This last
issue, the timeless stuff of life and literature, is
both timely and new for contemporary
figuration.
©Gerard Haggerty, 1985

The awhor gra1efully acknowledges 1he
Na1ional Endowmem for !he Humaniliesfor
1heir support of 1his projecl.
Gerard Hagger/)' is an ar1is1 and an cri1ic
who has published many ar1icles and reviews,
and wrillen monographs 011 Masami
Teroaka, Alfred Leslie, Rwh Weisberg, and
Roher/ Birmelin. He wasgra111ed !he Na!ional
Endowmenl for 1he Aris, Ari Cri1ic ~· Fellowship in 1977-78 and 1979-80.
*l"rving Goff man . Helmio11 ' 111 Puh/ic'. (ll arpcr & Rlrn. N.Y..
197 1) p. 12.
** ibid.
*** ih1d .. pp. 238-:19.
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Robert Birmelin: A Quintessential American Realist
•

By Lila Harnett
For many, good painting opens the floodgates of fantasy. I can dream on a picture,
conjuring up all storts of storylines, wo ndering about the frame of reference, how the
artist laid in the brushwo rk, chose colors,
what impressions he aimed to get across.
Robert Birmelin is one of the art world's
gifts to people like me. In my imagination, I
picture him roaming the streets side-by-side
with Raymond Chandler. Later, in the quiet
of his study, Chandler slips a sheet of paper
into his typewriter ...

I was minding my own business, trudging along at an even clip. It was hot and
the streets were jammed. You could have
fried eggs on the sidewalk and it looked
like somehodl' already did. Papers were
blowing across the pavement and the
hlue Chevv at the curh had heen trashed
pretty good. The city was a steamy mess.
A little doll comes high-stepping hy
and I see this guy, built like a /Jul/dozer,
give her a fast looking-over. She was
worth it.

I was leaving him ple111y of .1pace
because I don 't need a nos~ful of his
business when. whammo, this other gent
bursts out of nowhere. He slams right in
from of me so fast I could only see the
hlur of his ear. He grahs cu tie hy the arm
and I can't make out if she~· glad or mad
to see him. Then the cops come running
up and I hotfoot it on my way.
I don't know what happened. Mayhe
life threw the li11le lady a curve. Asfar as
I was concerned, the case was dosed.

Mind you, the great novelist never wrote
those words. 1 did - in his style- because I
think that's what Chandler might have been
inspired to put on paper. We don't have to
wonder about Bi rme lin. He spells it out on
canvas- the fragment of street life, the halfseen happening, the tension, energy, the uncertainty of an urban jostle.
Through Birmelin's eyes, we are there, in
the scene, part of the action; neutral observers
grateful for his safe navigation around the
shoals of empty drink cans, flaming orange

fires, currents of streetwise denizens. And,
even if each fleeting drama is unresolved, the
players anonymous, we are left with an
expenence.
We who participate daily in the hurly burly
of a metropolis, can identify at once with
Birmelin's tumultuous cityscapes. The potential danger of the crowd, and the raw life of the
street are familiar. We are accustomed to
create our own scenarios for the snatches of
conversation or unexplained actions we see.
We are seasoned, wary spectators.
Other people may be repelled by Birmelin's
emotionally charged scenes which are the stuff
of movies or the front page, seemingly bigger
than life. Some may resent a mystery with all
the clues but no delineated plot, no single
solution. - We all bring our individual histories to bear on what we view.
Painters, too, see with different eyes. For
example, I recently read the remarks of a
Dutch-born artist whose childhood was
shaped by World War 11. When he came to
America and settled into the New York art
community, he was shocked by what he often
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encountered on the streets. And yet, homeless
p.:ople and burned-out buildings were wartime sights to which he could relate. When he
used these scenes as subject matter for painting, he perceived himself as a "war correspondent." His impetus was "humanitarian concern" and his aim was to produce, not art, but
a truthful social document.
Robert Birmelin does not create such paintings. He is no less truthful, but his focus is on
the evanescent, anxious moment in all its mysterious aspects. His edited figures frequently
emphasize the startling presence of an outthrust hand or disembodied, obtrusive head.
His expressive brushstrokes maintain a momentum. His powerfully articulated images
pack a wallop- not a message. He is nonjudgemental.
He functions as the unnoticed, non-participant in the midst of the action; a supernumerary on stage for a brief scene who, later, as a
witness, tersely reports the facts. His account,
while colorfully accurate, deals only with an
instant in time. What really happened? Who
knows.
Clearly, Birmelin paints in the Realist tradition. When we examine his total oeuvre (and
doesn't that word seem out-of-place for this
quintessential American!) we find him equally
adept at capturing the expansive quiet of a
rock-strewn shore, or the panoramic sweep of
a superhighway. But, looking again at this

recent gutsy figurative work, shall we call him
a Post-Modern Realist, a Contemporary Realist, Neo-Realist, Expressive Realist? How do
we pigeonhole this artist?
Perhaps it is enough to say that he is an
American Realist who reflects his time; an
independent thinker not unlike Henri, Sloan,
Luks, Shinn and co mpany. Had he been of
their generation, he might have joined the
Ashcan School, those "apostles of ugliness"
who "dared to paint pictures of ew York
life."
Read these lines from a New York World
1908 newspaper story about the city's art war
and The Eight who fought the conservative
policies of the National Academy.

The rebels are in arms. their brushes bristling wi1h fight. and the conservatives
swnd in solid phalanx 10 resist 1he
onslaught of radicalism.
The question as staled by the radicals
is. S hall 1here be an American ar1- an
ar1 1ha1 dares pain! Nett • York, for
ins1ance? Shall 1he American ar1 school
displace 1he schools ojforeigners? Shall
the stree1s and the people of this hig,
picturesque 10wn be the suhjec1s for the
can vas ra1her 1han 1he dikes and
wooden-shoed peasan1s and Vene1ian
sailboa1s of the 01her school.?

That battle has long si nce been decided with
full credit to The Eight and their followers.
Those men succeeded in founding a distinctly
American school of painting. They wanted to
pai nt with vitality, spontaneity of gesture, with
freedom. They wanted an art that would
reveal the spirit of the people and the tempo of
their time. They developed a "tell it like it is"
aesthetic. Robert Birmelin walks that path.

Lila Harnett is ajournalist who has wrillen
hundreds ofarticles on the New York cultural
scene, including opera, ballet, dance, theatre,
music, film, and the visual arts. She was Art
Critic/or CUEmagazinefrom 1975 to 1980.
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INTERVIEW WITH
ROBERT BIRMELIN
•
By Eve Macintyre WC '85

Q. Could I begin with a few basic questions

about your background? Where did you
gro w up?
A. I was born in Newark, New Jersey, but
grew up and went to school in Bloomfield,
a nearby town. After our marriage, Blair
and I lived in London and Rome for four
years before settling in New York. About
ten years ago we moved back across the
Hudson to Leonia, New Jersey- it's an
easy commute into New York. I worked
for awhile in my house in New Jersey and
actually did a number of early big pictures
there, but after awhile I didn't like it very
much. I'm in the city almost everyday and
I do most of my work here in the studio on
14th Street. I've always found New York

tremendously exciting. There is rich material for painting- a real stimulus to imagination in the action and variety found on
the streets.

Q. When you were young, did you.find yourself' drawn toward museums and were
1here any particular artists you favored?
A. Well , I saw a lot of things and looked at a
lot of art. The first things that you see
when you're a kid , they're stamped for all
times . Those first things I saw obviously
touched a concern that was very much
with me, because I drew crowds of people
when I was in high school. I think many
artists have maybe a maximum of two or
three themes which are subjects, that strike
at something in the core of your being, or
personality. These themes keep appearing
at different times in yo ur life. For me, I
know that this is a crowd of people.

I like Futurism a lot. The Futurist Show
and Edward Munch made big impressions. Sometimes I think those two initial
experiences with 20th century art influenced me then and continue to do so even
now in some odd, subterranean way. A
quote, by one of the minor Futurists, that
always intrigued me was about perception: 'Through the cheek of his beloved , he
sees a cart-horse on a distant street.' An
object of interest or desire, in other words,
remains there, or is imprinted in the attention, even though in a moment it's gone.
So when things take on a particular interest, in a sense, they disrupt the regularity
of the painting; they jump out. The space
then is highly objective and eccentric.
It wasn't till I was living in Europe that
the old masters really hit me with all their
power of invention. Just to name a few
special favo rites: Signorelli, Pontormo,
Altdorfer, Goya, Breughel, and of course,
Caravaggio.
There are books that you've read at
some point, that somehow left a very indelible mark and that colored, however
obscurely, your view of human action or
what people are. A few that have affected
me very greatly are an unfinished novel by
Kafka because of the way he deals with the
crowd here, and a book by Elias Canetti,
Crowds and Power. It's a sociological,
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anthropoligical study about the idea of the
crowd; as a creature, as different kinds of
beings; how crowds gather, or the kind of
nourishment that is required to keep them
together, and how they discharge their
energy. Another thing that affected me a
lot is a book by Edward T. Hall, The
Hidden Dimension. It's a little study
about the cultural differences, with regard
to proximity and action in public places.

Q. How does this apply to people you see on
the street?
A. Well, it has to do with one's sense of personal space, a kind of envelope of self. I'm
always fascinated by the way people relate
to each other on the street. If you're on the
subway, a crowded subway, people are
pressing up against you. You don't enjoy
it, but its not an assault, because what
you're doing is retreating, basically, inside
the edge of the skin, so that they are touching this (pointing to his arm) but they're
not hitting you.

Q. When you 're walking through the streets
here, do you see yourself taking an objective view, or are you making social
commentary?

A. It depends on the politics of my statement.
In many ways it's objective in the sense
that I look for a combination of forms, a
kind of metaphor, which ! perceive to be
genuine social tensions. I see here experiences that are really common to everybody, and the difference is that I'm trying
to find a way to articulate them in their
form. I'm kind of the anonymous person
in the crowd. So that the emotional tone
of the work isn't me, but another voice. I
don't like to see it as a projection of my
ego, which is expressionism. What is interesting is trying to find a kind of painting
language a formal language- to get at
certain aspects of experience that realism
doesn't include.

Q. What is your hasic technique or method of
working? Do you make sketches when
1·ou i·e out in the street?
A. I make scribbly sketches: gestures, costumes, types, on the street or at poetry
readings or audiences. I walk around,
deciding to notice something and then
bring the drawing home to build it up a
bit. I like to do three in the first pa11 of the
morning before I get into working. Once
in awhile I will try it on canvas. I also fill
up sketch books with remembered images.

Q. Do you ever use photographs?
A. No, I try to work from my own perceptions. I'll use a photo as a reminder for
architectural details, street signs, and so
forth. I'll have trouble with costumes, and
sometimes I will have someone come in.
I'm using a model after I decided what I
wanted to do, because then the figure has
its own gesture or dynamism. My drawing
tradition is gestural and gets to its outer
edges last, so this technique works for me.

Q. You paint tra11.1pare111.figules and ohjeus
in 1·our works. Is this meant to enhance
the movement or reinj(Jrce the idea that
this is a gesture.?
·
A. It does both. I'm taken by this idea that
there are secondary picture units within
the picture. You are aware of the kind of
trip your eye has to make to take up the
material. The pictures aren't naturalistically put together. You try to follow
through or behind things and can't. It's a
change in eye level , or something breaks
down. You imply, as the eye moves, that
there are certain kinds of adjustments
made that sacrifice the spatial integration
of the scene.
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Q. Are the bright colors in your works used
to strengthen the energy depicted?
A. 1 tend to paint on the dark side with not a

particular intent about what the color
scheme should be, but recently having a
certain degree of sharpness and saturation
in the relationships and a kind of irritant
in the color. 1 don't want you to see the
color. 1 want it to act on you, but not as a
separate entity.
Q. How do you classijj1yourself as a painter?
A. 1 don't. For me the act of painting is a way

of finding out about my experiencing of
the world around me. 1 want to tell the
truth about my experience of that world.
My work has realist aspects but it has
grown out of my own education in the
tradition of abstract art in the "Modern"
period. 1 would like my paintings to convey an energy and conviction that parallels
expressionism but I want that energy to
come from the theme- out of the urban
crowd itself- rather than out of the shallow, egotistic posturing that marks most
current neo-expressionist work .

Q. What values underlie that classification?

A. Well, I think on one hand a whole area of
contemporary naturalistic painting hasn't
confronted modernism but turned aside
from it. On the other hand much contemporary figurative painting like Pop, photo
realism and neo-expressionism have chosen to exploit second-hand or appropriated images rather than confront the challenges to be found within the realm of
first-hand
visual
and
emotional
experience.
I'd like to feel that 1 really have confronted and thought about the issues
raised by the modern painter. This is refering to the activation of the entire surface of
the painting. These issues involve a psychological realism or the concern for creating energies within the picture, and this is
the heritage from cubism and through a
later abstract art. The way my work challenges that idea is that I'm punching holes
in the activated field, and I don't attempt
to refer to the flatness of the surface. 1
make sharp leaps into depth.

This interview was conducted by Eve MacIntyre on April 5, 1985 in Robert Birmelin's
studio in New York City. Eve graduated from
the University of Richmond's Westhampton
College this ~pring with a B.A. degree in Art
History and History.
Eve's trip to the city to conduct this interview, visit Sherry French Gallery, and to see
other museums and galleries was part of this
program and generously supported by Joel
Harnett RC '45 and the University of
Richmond.

*

*

*
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Robert Birmelin
Born:
1933, Newark,

ew Jersey

Education:
1951-54 The Cooper Union School of Art, 1 ew York, New York
1954-56 Yale University, School of Art and Architecture, ew
Haven, Connecticut, BFA
1959-60 Yale University, School of Art and Architecture, New
Haven, Connecticut, MFA
1960-61 University of London, Slade School of Art, London,
England

Scholarships and Grants:

Photo: Michel Soskine

1982
1980
1976
1973
1968
1961-64

National Endowment for the Arts (Grant for Painting)
New Jersey Council for the Arts (Grant/or Painting)
National Endowment for the Arts (Grant for Painting)
Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation (Grant for Painting)
National lnstiute of Arts and Letters (Grant for Painting)
The American Academy in Rome (Fellowship in

Painting)
1960-61 U.S. Government Grant (Fulhr(r:ht) for Study in the
United Kingdom (for printmaking)
The Yale-Norfolk Summer Art School (Scholarship)
1959
The Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture
1954

(Scholarship)
Robert Birmelin is represented by Sherry French Gallery, is
Professor of Art at Queens College, C. U. . Y. and resides in
Leonia, New Jersey.
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SOLO EXHIBITIONS
1985 Marsh Gallery, University of Richmond, Virginia
1984 Montclair Art Museum, Montclair,
New Jersey
1984 Sherry French Gallery, New York, New
York
1982 Fendrick Gallery, Washington, D.C.
1981 Galerie Claude Bernard, Paris, France
1981 Odyssia Gallery, New York, New York
1980 Bowdoin College Art Museum, Brunswick, Maine

1980 Odyssia Gallery, New York, New York
1979 Capricorn Gallery, Bethesda, Maryland
1978 Peter Rose Gallery, New York, New
York
1977 Capricorn Gallery, Bethesda, Maryland
1976 Anapamu Gallery, Santa Barbara,
California
1976 Art Gallery, College of Creative Studies,
University of California at Santa Barbara,
Santa Barbara, California
1975 Terry Dintenfass Gallery, New York ,
New York
1973 Art Gallery, State University at Cortland, Cortland, New York

1973 Rose Museum, Brandeis University,
Waltham, Massachusetts
1973 Alpha Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts
1971 Art Gallery, Kirkland College, Clinton,
New York
1971 Terry Dintenfass Gallery, New York ,
New York
1971 Alpha Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts
1970 Art Library Gallery, Queens College,
Flushing, New York
1970 Terry Dintenfass Gallery, New York,
New York
1968 Alpha Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts
1967 Stable Gallery, New York , New York
1966 Kanegis Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts
1965 Jason-Teff Gallery, Montreal, Canada
1965 Art Gallery, Antioch College, Yellow
Springs, Ohio
1965 Art Gallery, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Florida
1964 The Rochester Art Center, Rochester,
Minnesota
1964 Stable Art Gallery, New York, New
York
1964 Kanegis Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts
1962 Usis Gallery, Milan, Italy
1962 Esther Bear Gallery, Santa Barbara,
California
1961 Rochester Art Center, Rochester,
Minnesota
1960 Stable Gallery, New York, New York
1960 Rose Talalay Gallery, New Haven,
Connecticut
1960 Kanegis Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts
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Selected Public
Collections
Albrecht Gallery, Museum of Art,
St. Joseph, Missouri
Artspace, New York, New York
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Boston ,
Massachusetts
Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Brunswick, Maine
Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, New York
Denver Art Museum, Denver, Colorado
Fine Art Gallery of San Diego, San Diego,
California
Florida State University Art Gallery,
Tallahassee, Florida
Hirshorn Museum, Washington , D.C.
Indiana Universny Art Museum,
Bloomington, Indiana
James Michener Foundation, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas
Kalamazoo Art Center, Kalamazoo,
Michigan
Library of Congress, Washington , D.C.
Metropolitan Museum of Art , New York ,
New York
Museum of the City of ew York, New
York, New York
Museum of Contemporary Art, Nagoaka,
Japan

Museum of Modern Art, New York , New
York
Museum of Rh ode Island School of Design,
Providence, Rhode Island
National Museum of American Art,
Smithsonian Institute, Washington , D.C.
Neuberger Museum, State University of New
York at Purchase, New York
Newark Museum, Newark, New Jersey
Oklahoma Art Center, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San
Francisco, California
Sara Roby Foundation, New York , New
York
Sheldon Swope Art Gallery, Terre Haute,
Indiana
State University of New York, Cortland,
New York
University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts
University of Nebraska Art Gallery, Lincoln,
ebraska
University of North Carolina, Greensboro,
North Carolina
University of Wisconsin , Madison,
Wisconsin
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Whitney Museum of American Art, New
York, New York
Williams College Museum of Art,
Williamstown, Massachusetts
Worcester Art Museum, Worcester,
Massachusetts
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Corporate Collections
American Medical Association
AT& T Corporation
Chase Manhattan Bank
Chemical Bank
Citibank
Citicorp
First National Bank of Chicago
McCrory Foundation Collection
Owens, Corning Fiberglass Corporation
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
Prudential Insurance Company of America
RCA Corporation
TRW Inc.
Western Electric Corporation
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1985

1984

1983

1981
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Richmond , Virginia: Unive rsity of Richmond , 1985. Interview with Robert Birmelin.
Raker, Les. Contemporary Narrative Figure Painting.
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: Moravian College, 1985.
Hamme, Nancy. New Narrative Painting. Cortland, New
York : State University of New York College at Cortland,
1985.
Boyd , Julia. Large Figurative Drawings. Richmond , Virginia:
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, 1985.
Robert Birmelin/Mel Leipzig: Recent Paintings. Montclair,
New Jersey: Montclair Art Museum, 1984. Introductio n by
Judd Tully.
Yau, John . Robert Birmelin. New York: Sherry French
Gallery, 1984.
Bright Lights, Big City. New York : Phyllis Kind Gallery, 1984.
Yau, John. Confrontations. Seattle, Washington: Henry Art
Gallery, University of Washington, 1984.
Narrative Painting. New York: Sherry French Gallery, 1983.
Directors Choice. Cli nto n, New J ersey: Hunterdon Art
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1979
1976

1972

1969
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1965

Haggerty, Gerard. Robert Birmelin: Recent Paintings Maine
and New York. Brunswick, Maine: Bowdoin College
Museum of Art, 1980. Note by Ro bert Birmelin.
The Narrative Impulse. Cambridge: Hayden Gallery, 1979.
Letter by Ro bert Birmelin.
Urban Aesthetics-Landscape Paintings. New York: Queens
Museum , 1976. Introduction by Janet Schneider.
American Landscape-A Bicentennial Exhibition.
Washington, D.C.: Visual Arts Program of the Department
of the Interior, 1976. Poem by John As bery.
Weinhardt, Carl. Painting and Sculpture Today. Ind ianapolis:
Indianapolis Museum, 1972. Introduction by Richard
Warrum.
Phases of New Realism. Miami: University of Miami, Lowe
Art Gallery, 1972. Introduction by John Baratle and Paul
Thompson.
The Dominant Woman. New York : Finch College Art
Museum , 1969.
Surreal Images. Lincoln , Massachusetts: de Cordova
Museum, 1968. Foreward by Frederick P. Walkey.
Biennial of Contemporary American Painting and Sculpture.
Urbana, Illinois: Unive rsity of Illinois, Krannert Art Museum,
1965. Introduction by Allen S. Weller and a quote by Robert
Birmelin.
The Corcoran Biennial of American Painting. Washington,
D.C.: Corcoran Gallery, 1965.
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CHECKLIST
Dimensions are in inches; height preceeds
width.
I . S tudy for Fire on S eventh Avenue, 1983
Acrylic on canvas
18 x 24 inches
Private collection

2. City Crowd: Event with Two Police,
1981-82
Acrylic o n canvas
48 x 144 inches (diptych)
Courtesy S herry French Gallery,
New Yo rk

3. City Crowd: Arm's Reach, 1985
Acrylic on canvas
72 x 108 inches
Collection of the artist
(Cover)
4. City Crowd: Kinds of Touching, 1983

5. Study of a Shooting Outside a Jewelry
Store on 14th St., 1983
Acrylic on canvas
18 x 24 inches
Courtesy Claude Bernard G allery,
New York
6. On 14th St. after the Jewelry Store
Robbery, 1983
Conte o n paper
22 x 30 inches
Courtesy S herry F rench Ga llery,
New York

(Page 2)

7. The Untended Fire, 1984
Conte pencil a nd conte crayo n on paper
22 Y2 x 30 inches
Courtesy S herry French Gallery,
New York
(Page 16)

8. Stadium Alight-with Baseball Field,

Acrylic o n canvas
72 x 108 inches
Courtesy S herry French Gallery,
ew Yo rk

1980
Acrylic o n canvas
48 x 72 inches
Loaned by Willia m Louis-Dreyfus

(Page8)

(Page 17)

9. Fire on Seventh Avenue (S econd
Version), 1982
Acrylic on canvas
70 x 78 inches
Courtesy S herry F rench Gallery,
ew York

(Page II )

I 0. City Crowd Study: A Street Event
(Act of Mercy), 1983
Acrylic on canvas
48 x 78 inches
Courtesy National Museum of
American Art, S mithso nian
Institute, Was hington, D .C.
(page 4)
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